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VIDEO TITLE: Ėnevakuna rire, mba´épa oikóta upéi | Pehêngue 4

[00:00:10][00:00:23] Maryn McKenna Matei. Tapegüahé poráite œande MOOC "Momaranduhárakuéra oikuaava'erå C OVID-19 Vakúna rehegua". Che Maryn McKenna, omo'akáva ko mbo'esyry, Kóa ha'ema i rundyha pehé ha ipaháma. Vy'apavé peguahère ápeve. Aguyje peimere orendive ko jeguatape.

[00:00:31][00:00:49] Maryn McKenna – Umi pehé jahechava’ekuépe, œañomongeta pandemia tembiásare, vakúna mba’éicha ikatu ohape joko, mba’eicha iñapañuáïi vakúna jegueraha, politika rupi oñemoïva pono oñemosarambi vakúna yvy ape ári. Mba’éichaitépa heta oï pe momarandu hya momarandu vais oñeha’áva pono oñevakuna tapichakuéra.

[00:00:54][00:01:06] Maryn McKenna – Ko pehé pahápe, œañeha’áta œaimo’a umí porandu ikatúva jajapo oiko aja vakunasion COVID rehegua yvy ape ári, ko’ága ojehecha mba’eicha ohenonde’a mba’asy ha œñemao.

[00:01:10][00:01:43]Maryn McKenna – œ南e pehé 1ha oïro guare en línea œandutirokeasáïi rupi, oguahé marandu porá he’iva vakúna ojeguerohoryha. Umi Centro de Control y Prevención de Enfermedades, CDC Estados Unidos gua, oikuaayka jetypeka ojejapova’ekue tapichakuéra omba’apóva tasyópe oñevakuna rire mokóva vakúna ARN, Pfizer ha Moderna, ohupyt 90 aûnuá ponotei mba’asy o aho’i chupekuéra.

[00:01:38][00:02:14] Maryn McKenna – Pene mandu’a umí vakúna oñemoiha ojehecha rire umí ensayo kliniko rupi ikatuha ohape joko mba’asy ha œñemao. Umi ensayo ndeiri pe vakúnapa ohenonde’a pamadura, iporâramo’a jaikuua upéva. Ndaipóri ramo pamadura ndaijorómo’aii virus œñembohasa ambue tapicháre. Ndaikatúiro oñembohasa opata pandemia.

[00:02:04][00:02:28] Maryn McKenna – Upeicharó iporâitérei ko marandu, upévará oñevakunava’erá hetave tetáguia arapýre, opa haguá ko virus, ani jaheja ojepyso ha iñambue.

[00:02:18][00:02:36] Maryn McKenna – ko peheme jahechata mba’ëpa œnde py’apýva’erá oñevakuna aja opavave yvy ape ári.

[00:02:27][00:04:01] Maryn McKenna- Hatapyña ŵepyru jagerekkóva ha’e vakúna jehupyt. Upévare œañe’ë pehe mokóime, ha katu ajapo gwife ko pehe oiko mokói mba’e. Peteihá, Estados Unidos oñemboja ambue tetá iviruvandi ha ome’ë vakúna tetá ambuépe. Ha’i oequerakahataha 4 suá dosis vakúna Canadá ha México pe. Mokóia, India okalkulava’ekue orahakataha vakúna ojejapova upépe 43 tetáme, ko’ága he’i ndojapomo’ái, ohape joko paite vakúna oequerakahakatava’ekue tetá ambujepe. India ojoko jave oequerakah jepe 60 suá dosis 70 tetáme. Ko’ága ojupi ohóvo, hetave hasýva India pe upévare ha’ekuíra oikotevé umí dosis ojapóva. Ko’ága 100 suá opyta ógapýpe,
Maryn McKenna – Mba’épa ahechaukase ha’évo pe’ëme a moköi mba’è politiko, ndaha’ei ojeguerochichi haguë Estados Unidos ha ojetaky haguë India re. Ja’e avei pe vaküna ñemoğuahë ikyre’y, ha pe aponge’a oguerekóva oímera’t tetà ovaküna haguë hetåguame o depende mba’è ojejapo ambue tetà mombyrývape.

Maryn McKenna – kóa hesakäva’erä, katuetei peicha oikóro imbegue ñevakuna, umi tapicha oikotevëvéva opytáta virus po guýpe, pe virus ikatuta iñambue ha ojepokuaa vakünare upéicha oikove püküta. Umia mba’è romoheñoi variante orekóva virus, oípy’apýva umi kuaaha’añhara pe, iñatyýpe ikatu oí ova pya’ëva ha oporojukáva. Ikatu avei oí umi virus ombotavýva vaküname ha ombohasy tapichápe. Variante oí yvy ape ári, oí tenda ivaiveha pandemia ambue tendagui.


Maryn McKenna – Ojapo moköi arapokóindy ñañe’ë hague hatapyña ojeguerekóva oojahaguë vaküna. Mba’èicha umi tetånguera iviruvëvéva ojaçarrapa vaküna ha omboyke imboryahùvape. He’íse avei pe variante ogueruha ndaijojáiva tekove. Jahejáramo, vaküna hasyê oguahë tetånguera yvy ape ári, jaheja upe arapy mba’asy po guýpe ikatu ripi umi sepa viral iñambue.


Maryn McKenna – ko’ágâite ni petei hendápe ndocjehapykuere rekài genêtilka rupive ojekuua haguë moópa osëta variante ta ha’ë yvy pórare ñró mymbaire. Pe’a gui ikatüta ojejapo mombè’upy upéi. Mba’e oiko umi variante gui, ikatüta tetånguera oñeha’ã ojuhu ha oikumby hênöivo oho umi variante. Ikatünepa umi vaküna apoha omojerojera umi vaküna refuzrö, oomboykehaguë pono ororoagarrvaiete umi variante pyahu, opa a mba’ë oimérama ndo hape yokói upe vaküna oñemoi’va’ekue ñepyryüme.

Maryn McKenna – Opavave jajepy’á mongetava’erä, mba’ë oiko vaküna naisarambi jojai aja yvy ape ári, ôima tetånguera aimetéma ojevy pe heko jepiveguaicha ha oí avei tetånguera oha’áróva gueteri vaküna.
Maryn McKenna – Heta tetâ ha avey umi mbayru véve oñeha’ã ojapo pe pasaporte vakúna rehegua, péicha umi tapicha ohechaukáta oñevakunáma hague ha ikatúta oguata säsôme.


Maryn McKenna – Vaicha vakúna pasaporte ojeuguerekota, avey umi oikuava Êtica he’i ojejapo poráva’erã. Pende apytépe heta oï oikuava pe kuatia atâ sayju ome’evo Organización Mundial de la Salud, he’ihápe upe tapicha oñevakunáma Fiebre amarilla, che areko ha aipor peteï aïmete 20 ary.


Maryn McKenna – Na iporåi jajapo arapy gui tenda ndojiuguerokiéhápe teko joja, oftante ikatuvá oguata, umi ivirúva, oréko rupi dispositivo ohechauka hápe oñevakunamaha. Ojeuguerekoro vakúna pasaporte ramo opyta ñandevé ñaporandu haguá ára upéi guápe. Avei ojechava’erã ikatuha ojejapo ha’e’ýva, vakúna pasaporte falso, oï rupi seguridad arapy’ôre.

Maryn McKenna – Ipa hávo, tuícha mba’êko ha ha’êtava opa haguá pandemia oñevákunava’érãpa mitánguera. Opavave jai kuua vakúna ndo jechehái mitáge guará, hñepyrúguive oï p’y’apy COVID ohupytúru chupekuéra tuícha jehasa asy orekota mita’ rupi. Ko p’y’apy oughè ambue ary, upéro mitá aty oiva Inglaterra pe oñepyruh hasy, iñakánu ndu, osé ipirekuérare roncha, ipy ha jo kuéra iruru à ha’e síntoma oñehenóiva Síndrome inflamatorio multisistema en niños — MISC.

Maryn McKenna- Heta ñ mitá apytépe hasy vai, peteï omanõ, ohasáma peteï ary ha neira hesakã mba’eicha ko mba’asy ojoajúva COVID rehe. Hesakã mitánguera ikatuha ogueroja ha omosarambi virus tekove atyé, opavave jajapohaičha, avei ndahaşykatui ramo jepe, mitánguera ikatu ome’e tenda ova haguá ha iñamb e pe virus. Ambue frontera ojehupytuyva’erã ha’ê mitáme ñevakuna, avei ha’êta ñomongeta politiko, ambue mba’e ojejapa’erã ko pandemia pe.

Maryn McKenna- Péicha jehasa irundy arapokûndy ñomongetápe, jahecha vakúna mba’épa ojapo, avei vakunanión ikatu haguá opa ko pandemia COVID rehegua. Oï p’y’amongeta ahejáséva ahávo ñamohu’ávóma ñane mbo’esry.

Maryn McKenna – Penemandu’a, opavave teko aty nosëmo’äi mba’asyguí vakúnarente. Arapýre jai kuavanva’erã, ñambohovalha COVID-19, ikatu opyta oimeháicha ñande apytépe. Ñamba’apo mbe te evéva’erã ikatu haguá ñahenonde’a pya’ê
Module 4: After vaccination, what is the future?

Hello, welcome back to our MOOC, Covering the COVID-19 Vaccines: What Journalists Need to Know. I’m Maryn McKenna, I’m your chief instructor and this is our fourth and final module. Congratulations on making it this far. Thank you for going on this journey with us.
In our modules to date, we've talked about the history of the pandemic and the achievement of vaccines that may stop it, the logistical and political barriers to getting vaccines distributed around the globe, and the enormous problem of misinformation and disinformation aimed at discouraging people from being vaccinated.

In this last module, we're going to try to imagine the questions we need to consider as COVID vaccination rolls out around the globe and begins to have a real impact on the occurrence of disease and death.

On the day that our module one went live, we got some very good news about the impact of vaccination. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the US CDC, announced that in a study of vaccinated health care workers, the two messenger RNA vaccines, by Pfizer and by Moderna, made it 90% less likely that recipients will become infected.

Remember, the vaccines were authorized because clinical trials showed they prevented serious disease and death. Those trials did not say anything about whether the vaccines prevent infection, and that was important to know, because without infection you can't transmit the virus to other people. Without transmission, the pandemic will peter out.

So this is very good news, provided we get enough of the population vaccinated all around the world to stamp out the virus and not let it continue to smolder and adapt. What we'll explore in this module is some of the things that we need to worry about as we move toward getting the whole world vaccinated. The first challenge is vaccine supply. We talked about this in module two, but since I recorded that segment, two things have happened.

The first is that the United States has joined other rich nations in donating to other countries, announcing that it will send four million doses of vaccine to Canada and Mexico. The second is that India, which planned to distribute vaccines to 43 other countries, has changed its mind, suspending most of the shipments of vaccines made in that country that were going to other places in the world.

At the point at which it stopped shipments, India has sent more than 60 million doses to more than 70 countries. But now, with a new wave of cases peaking, India needs all the doses it can get. As a result, potentially more than one hundred million doses will be kept at home, leaving both poor nations in Asia and also rich nations elsewhere, including Britain and Saudi Arabia, with short supplies.

The point of calling out both these changes in policy is not to praise the United States nor to blame India. It is to point out that vaccine supply is going to be dynamic and that any country's plans to vaccinate its citizens may be dependent on actions taken by another country far away.

This is important, of course, because slowing down vaccination and leaving people vulnerable to the virus gives the virus a chance to adapt to the presence of the vaccines and make evolutionary changes to preserve its existence.

Making those mutations is what produces the virus variants that researchers are concerned about, some of which may make the virus more transmissible or more deadly and some of which allow the virus to cheat around the immunity conferred by vaccination
and make people sick. Variants have already emerged in countries around the globe, and in some places they are making the local experience of the pandemic worse than it would otherwise be.

[00:04:47] In Brazil, for instance, the city of Manaus has been experiencing a devastating outbreak this spring. That is its second outbreak. The virus moved through there in the spring 2020, a year ago, and the reason it was not immune the second time may be explained by a virus variant that is just different enough to evade the protection conferred by having been infected.

[00:05:15] We talked two weeks ago about the ethical challenge of vaccine equity, about how vaccines are becoming something the rich parts of the world are hoarding and not sharing with the rest. That makes virus variants an equity issue, also, when we allow vaccines to take longer to reach parts of the world. We put those parts of the world at risk for mutated viral strains.

[00:05:42] We should also remain aware of other places where the virus can find a home in which to mutate, that is in animals. It's taken for granted now that the virus behind COVID, SARS-coV-2, originated in bats and spilled over from the animal world into the human world to make us sick.

[00:06:07] But now it is clear that SARS-coV-2 can also spill back into the animal world. Among other animals, it has shown it can infect minks. All across Europe and in the United States, millions of minks on farms that grow the animals for fur have been killed to keep the virus from moving into the farms and infecting them. And now mink in the wild have shown they can pick up the infection too.

[00:06:36] At the moment, there is nowhere in the world that performs enough regularly scheduled genetic sequencing to be able to predict where variants will emerge in people or in animals. That is one of the topics that will be a possible story going forward. What is happening with variants, whether countries can deploy enough testing to spot them and understand them as they emerge, and crucially, whether vaccine manufacturers will be able to develop booster shots that are tuned to new variants, if those variants are not blocked by the first round of vaccines.

[00:07:15] We should also think about what happens as vaccines get deployed around the world at unequal rates, and some societies are able to return to almost normal, while others are still waiting for their shots.

[00:07:29] Several countries and also businesses such as airlines are now developing vaccine passports that will prove that someone has been vaccinated and thus is entitled to free movement.

[00:07:43] Israel already has what it calls a green passport. China and Japan are working on their own versions. The European Union is developing digital green certificates. The African Union is doing similar, and in the United States, political strife is rising over whether a vaccine passport will be acceptable.

[00:08:06] Vaccine passports seem inevitable, and yet many ethicists are saying they must be worked out very carefully. Many of you who live in the global south or travel there will be familiar with the international yellow card issued by the World Health Organization,
which attests to vaccination against yellow fever. I myself have had one for almost 20 years.

[00:08:31] But the vaccine passports being discussed now for COVID are not paper cards like the yellow card. They are digital, and that immediately raises privacy concerns and also concerns about equity and access. Almost everyone in the world now has some kind of mobile phone, but not everyone has a smartphone, yet those are the basis of the digital community passports being developed now.

[00:08:59] We should not want to create a world in which the right to movement is restricted to affluent people who can afford both the shots and the devices to prove the existence of the shots. Whether and how a vaccine passport gets developed is an important question for our coverage going forward. And then, of course, we'll also need to deal with whether vaccine passports are being counterfeited and what the existence of counterfeits means for global security.

[00:09:32] Finally, an important question to talk about with regard to ending the pandemic is whether children will be vaccinated. You all know that the vaccines were not developed for children, but right from the start, there have been concerns that COVID poses some unique dangers to children. That realization began with a small group of kids who fell ill last year in England with fevers, rashes and swollen hands and feet, a cluster of symptoms that came to be called multi-system inflammatories syndrome in children -- MISC.

[00:10:10] Several of those children went into shock, one died, and a year later, it's still not clear how common this COVID-related illness is. But it is clear that children play a role in circulating the virus in society, as we all do, and it is becoming clear that even if they do not get very sick, children could provide a space for the virus to mutate.

[00:10:34] So vaccinating children is likely to be the next frontier and one of the last big policy questions to be decided and as we move into the next stages of the pandemic. So, we've spent the past four weeks talking and thinking about the role of vaccines and vaccination in ending the COVID pandemic, but there are some thoughts I want to leave you with as we wrap up.

[00:11:01] The first is that all of our societies will have to confront that vaccination alone won't get us out of this crisis. Globally, we're going to have to confront that COVID-19 will probably stay around in some form. And thus we're going to have to work harder on diagnostics to detect the virus quickly and cheaply, and treatment to handle the virus' most severe cases. So we never again face the kind of death toll we have already endured.

[00:11:33] Diagnostics and treatments kind of fell behind the vaccine and priority, but now that we have the vaccine, we're going to have to turn to tests and treatments as important components of living life in the world. After COVID, they will have to be not just achieved, but affordable. We'll have to ask the same questions about pricing and hoarding and global equity that we asked for the vaccine.

[00:12:00] Finally, we're going to have to ask as a global community what we're going to do to make sure this goes better next time. COVID showed us the pandemics can happen. We have no reason not to believe another one will come down the road. This pandemic poses a severe challenge to the international community, supply chains, to political cooperation, to transparency. It seems pretty clear that if we're not going to make the
same mistakes the next time, some new or additional form of global governance or agreement is necessary.

[00:12:41] In the last days of March, the World Health Organization put forward a possible solution and proposed a new international treaty for pandemic preparedness and response that would commit world nations to working against pandemics nationally, regionally and globally.

[00:13:02] Such a treaty would give the WHO the kind of enforcement, power and political muscle it has lacked thus far. In a sign that countries are thinking seriously about this, the leaders of 20 nations cosigned the proposal, including not only Germany, France and the United Kingdom, but Kenya and Rwanda, Korea and Indonesia, Ukraine and Serbia and Chile. Notably, several nations were missing from that initial list. They included China, Russia and the United States.

[00:13:42] So that's a lot to look forward to. How will variants emerge? What new measures can we put in place to stop further spread? What hiding places will this virus find and what systems can we create to detect it there? Will we ever be done vaccinating? And what will our lives look like on the far side of the vaccination campaign? These are the questions that will be important moving forward, we hope we’ve given you some space to think about them and some tools and resources to help you develop the stories you are going to do.

[00:14:19] We can’t wait to see what you come up with, and after this course is over, we hope you’ll stay in touch and keep supporting each other through our Facebook group. Thanks for joining us. And as I always tell you, stay safe.